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Dr Elizabeth Targ must be doing some very important work. The National Institutes of Health has already awarded her grants of $611,516 for one study, $823,346 for another. Even greater Federal largesse may be forthcoming before her studies are completed.

Targ is studying the therapeutic effects of prayer on AIDS and cancer patients. That sounds reasonable enough. The presence of a compassionate person reciting soothing prayers has apparently helped some patients, if by nothing more than a placebo effect. Measuring that effect might be useful, but Targ goes a step further. She is investigating what she calls "distance healing," in which those offering the prayers are far removed from the patients, who themselves are not even aware that incantations are being recited on their behalf.

It's an effect that would seem to defy reason — yet Targ reports striking results. In a 1998 study, after selecting practicing healers from a number of traditions — Christians, Buddhists, Jews, Indian shamans — she supplied them with the first names, blood counts and photographs of 20 patients with advanced AIDS. For an hour a day, over a ten-week period, the healers concentrated their thoughts on the pictures of these patients, but not on those of a control group of 20 other AIDS patients.

According to Targ, the prayed-for patients had fewer and less severe new illnesses, fewer doctor visits, fewer hospitalizations and were generally in better moods than those in the control group. The technique, she believes, can even work on nonhuman species. In a speech, she described an experiment performed by another group in which remote healing was used to shrink tumors in mice. And, she reported, the greater the distance between healer and mouse in that experiment, the greater the effect! The connection, Targ suggests, "could be actuated through the agency of God, consciousness, love, electrons or a combination."

Mayo Clinic researchers have found no such connection. They reported last month that in their trials of distant prayer on 750 coronary patients, they found no significant effect. Why the difference?

Skeptics suggest that subconsciously, or perhaps consciously, Targ is emulating practitioners of the paranormal. With preconceived notions about the outcome of an experiment, they generate reams of data from tests that are not rigidly controlled and then sift through the data to find numbers supporting their original thesis, while ignoring anything to the contrary.

Then, there's the circumstantial evidence. Writing in the journal Skeptical Inquirer, columnist Martin Gardner noted that Elizabeth Targ is the daughter of Russell Targ, best known for collaborating with physicist Harold Puthoff at the former Stanford Research Institute, where the duo was duped into believing that Israeli magician Uri Geller had paranormal powers. While a teenager, Elizabeth immersed herself in psychic experiments and developed what she claimed were powers of remote viewing — the ability to visualize events and objects at distances far beyond the range of vision. In a 1984 book co-authored by her father, she is credited with correctly predicting winners of horse races, as well as the 1980 Presidential victory of Ronald Reagan-feats that I modestly admit to having performed myself.

This might all be amusing if Targ's research were not being funded at taxpayer expense by the National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine, a controversial branch of the NIH. The least we can demand in a time of growing budget deficits is that NCCAM appoint rational, qualified observers from outside the paranormal and quack communities to monitor the work of some of the eccentrics it so generously endows. Past experience suggests that under such safeguards miracles do not occur.
God and The Power of Prayer Proven By Einstein’s Unified Field Theory by Gary Smith.

Albert Einstein’s Unified Field Theory proves that God's Golden Spheres are the basic substance underneath all of Creation. These spheres form the basis of all physical forms, light and energy in Creation. These sub-atomic sized Golden Spheres are the underlying foundation of all atoms and molecules in Creation. Everything, all oxygen, water, food, physical bodies, etc. at their sub-atomic levels are unified, for everything is constructed from the same Golden Spheres. This proves we are all God, we have never left God and explains to everyone why God is everywhere.

God creates a Creation, by manifesting God's Unconditional Love in the form of innumerable Golden Spheres and sending the Golden Spheres through a "Worm Hole of Light" to our universe. Scientists say our universe is still expanding, but they do not know the reason. The reason our universe continues to expand is because God continues to breathe life into our universe. The central core which connects our universe to God through a Worm Hole of Light, also distributes the Golden Spheres of "God's Breath" to central distribution cores in each galaxy. The galactic distribution cores then transfer the Golden Spheres to the "Suns of God" of every solar system. These Golden Spheres travel through the same "Worm Holes of Light" which scientists have been studying for years. However, these magnificent Worm Holes of Light contain energies far beyond our visual light spectrum and most of their energies exceed the abilities of present day recording instruments. Upon arrival in our solar system, the Golden Spheres exit from the "Worm Hole" above the surface of our sun which creates the conditions whereby the atmosphere of our sun is much hotter than the surface. The continuous fiery eruptions on our sun are created by the incredible energies produced by innumerable Golden Spheres exiting the sun's Worm Hole. These Golden Spheres sustain all life on our planet. Plants are at the bottom of the food chain and they grow by consuming the Golden Spheres emanating from the sun. It is our consumption of the Golden Spheres contained in the plants, and the animals who eat plants, which sustains our physical bodies.

However, understand we are not our physical bodies. We are not our toes, our ears or even our physical brain. Our bodies are merely vehicles which we have chosen in order to explore and experience life in the 3rd dimension. Who we are exceeds the size of our physical bodies. Who we really are, are our memories and all of our experiences in life. One's memories and experiences are the only items one can take with them from this life, when one's physical body dies. This physical body was created under God's direction for us to enjoy life and the sensory pleasures here in the 3rd dimension. Upon your body's birth, a small portion of the real you, a miniscule portion of your personal spiritual energy fields of consciousness densified into a "Soul". Your Soul is located in the area of the thymus gland in your physical body. Your Soul connects your physical body to the real you, with your total consciousness, or "Spirit" which is contained within spiritual energy fields. Your spiritual energy fields at the 3rd dimensional level in Creation are in a geometric shape. Your fields are comprised of 2 "Tetrahedrons" interlocked into one form, called a "Star Tetrahedron". (An easy way to visualize the Star Tetrahedron is to seen in your mind, a three dimension geometric shape of the two dimensional "Star of David"). Our Star Tetrahedron spiritual energy fields contain the Golden Spheres of all our memories and experiences of this life and all other lifetimes, the real us, our total consciousness. Thus, these spiritual energy fields of consciousness surrounding our bodies are the real us, they consist of all the memories of our individualization and they are eternal. The larger your spiritual energy fields of consciousness, the closer you are to God and the Heaven/Paradise of Creation. Gathering additional Golden Spheres into one's spiritual energy fields increases the size of their consciousness, bringing one closer to their Ascension and their return to God.

Ascension occurs when God's Golden Spheres have expanded a person's spiritual energy fields
to 9 times their original size. A nine fold expansion means completion and that the person's consciousness has Ascended from our 3rd dimensional reality into the Heaven or Paradise of the next dimensional level in Creation. Ascension into the next dimensional level means a person has reached the Angelic level of consciousness. In other words, when sufficient numbers of God's Golden Spheres are infused into a person's spiritual energy fields and the person's consciousness expands nine fold, that person becomes "Enlightened". The term Enlightenment refers to a Golden Glow which emanates from the enormous numbers of Golden Spheres contained within an Ascended Master's or Saint's spiritual energy fields, as depicted in art and seen in old photographs.

Prayer, laughter and Love add Golden Spheres to your spiritual energy fields of consciousness. However, doubt, anger and fear reduce the number of Golden Spheres, which in essence are individual units of consciousness, within your spiritual energy fields. A huge loss of Golden Spheres occurs whenever one gets angry at themselves. Anger from others is deflected by your spiritual energy fields of consciousness. However, anger at oneself is within one's spiritual energy fields of consciousness. The negative energies of anger will dissolve large groups of Golden Spheres. The dissolving of consciousness decreases our ability to Ascend and can even cause angels to "fall" from Heaven. "Fallen Angels" and those who wish to Ascend from our 3rd dimension can return to God and Heaven through prayer. Prayer is amazingly effective. In prayer one sends their Love to God. In sending the energies of Love to God or another person, one gives the greatest gift one can give in life. In the giving of Love, one gives Golden Spheres of their own units of consciousness to another. The giving of the energies of Love means one gives parts of themselves unselfishly to another. Thus, when one wishes to Ascend, one sends Love to God in sincere prayer. God always returns Love multiplied many times over to the sender of Love to God. One always receives more than one gives, and the more one prays, the more units of consciousness, the more Golden Spheres that God places in one's spiritual energy fields of consciousness. Upon giving one's Golden Spheres of Love to God over a period of time and God returning their Love in huge amounts of Golden Spheres, one can begin to develop a Golden Glow in preparation for their Ascension back to Heaven.

Scientific Research of Prayer: Can the Power of Prayer Be Proven?

By Debra Williams, D.D.
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Introduction

Throughout time, the power of prayer has been questioned by science. The analytical mind of the scientist calls for proof of the existence of a higher being. These scientists, both the faithful and nonbelievers alike, have produced studies into the affects of prayer on our physical as well as spiritual well being. Although most of us, who possess the belief that prayer can and does work, do not require physical, quantitative proof of the power of prayer, it is interesting to read the results of these studies.

Was a scientific study of prayer and its effect on heart patients done?

One of the most quoted scientific studies of prayer was done between August of 1982 and May of 1983. 393 patients in the San Francisco General Hospital’s Coronary Care Unit participated in a double blind study to assess the therapeutic effects of intercessory prayer. Patients were randomly selected by computer to either receive or not receive intercessory prayer. All participants in the study, including patients, doctors, and the conductor of the study himself remained blind throughout the study. To guard against biasing the study, the patients were not
contacted again after it was decided which group would be prayed for, and which group would not.

It was assumed that although the patients in the control group would not be prayed for by the participants in the study, that others-family members, friends etc., would likely pray for the health of at least some of the members of the control group. There was no control over this factor. Meanwhile all of the members of the group that received prayer would be prayed for by not only those associated with the study, but by others as well.

The results of the study are not surprising to those of us who believe in the power of prayer. The patients who had received prayer as a part of the study were healthier than those who had not. The prayed for group had less need of having CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation) performed and less need for the use of mechanical ventilators. They had a diminished necessity for diuretics and antibiotics, less occurrences of pulmonary edema, and fewer deaths. Taking all factors into consideration, these results can only be attributed to the power of prayer.

Did prayer lower blood pressure?

The August 31, 1998 issue of Jet Magazine questioned whether prayer could lower blood pressure in high blood pressure sufferers. Again the obvious conclusion was reached. The magazine reported of a study conducted by Duke University Medical Center in Durham, NC. This study had over 4,000 participants over the age of 65. The study found that those who pray and attend religious services on a weekly basis, especially those between the ages of 65 and 74, had lower blood pressure than their counterparts who did not pray or attend religious services. They found that the more religious the person, particularly those who prayed or studied the Bible weekly, the lower the blood pressure. According to the study these people were forty percent less likely to have high diastolic pressure or diastolic hypertension than those who did not attend religious services, pray, or study the Bible.

Dr. David B. Larson, president of the National Institute for Health Care Research in Rockville, MD, who co-authored the study, also says that prayer can lower high blood pressure. "The at-risk population of people with illnesses, such as the elderly seem to be helped if they have faith and religious commitment." Dr. Larson states: "Faith brings a calming state which helps decrease nervousness and anxiety with coping with day to day stress."

How does prayer effect people who lack health care?

In the Essence Magazine May 1997 issue, Allison Abner writes that African-Americans have historically turned to faith in times of illness and other crises. She cited Luisah Teish who states: "Because of limited access to quality health care and our distrust of the medical establishment we have occasionally relied on spiritual healing through such practices as prayer and the laying on of hands, Most of us, at some time have used prayer chanting or proverbs as ways to guide, direct, and heal ourselves." "Now," states Allison, "Our beliefs are being backed by medical research," Science is setting out to prove what most of the faithful already know--prayer does work.

Has a prayer study been done on the life of twins?

The December 1998 issue of Mc Call’s Magazine raised the question: How does prayer heal? The article notes a study done at the Virginia Commonwealth University Medical College of Virginia in Richmond, which studied 1,902 twins. They found that those who were committed to their spiritual lives tended to have less severe depression and a lower risk of addiction to cigarettes or alcohol. The healthful lifestyles of the spiritually rich and faithful clearly contribute to their well being, They tend not to smoke or drink or not do either excessively. Their marriages are more stable and their spiritual communities form a network that can catch and support people when they are ill.

What effect does prayer and religion have on life?

To delve into religious attitudes and their impact on health, Koenig and his co-researcher, Kenneth Paragament, Ph.D., a professor of psychology at Bowling Green State University in
Ohio, studied 577 hospital patients age 55 and older. One 98-year-old woman with pneumonia and congestive heart failure looked upon her illness as God's plan for her. She prayed often for the health and well being of her family and friends. These attitudes were associated with a serene response to stress and low levels of depression. All signs of well being that nurture joy in living might even extend one's life.

While positive feelings toward a higher power seemed to foster well being, negative thoughts about a deity had the opposite effect. For example, a woman in her late 50's with lung cancer left her church in her 20's, became involved with drugs, and now feels her illness must be a sign of divine disapproval. She got poorer scores on tests that measured quality of life and psychological health than the 98-year-old woman.

What do atheists think about prayer?

Noted atheist Dan Barker, a spokesperson for the Freedom from Religion Foundation says the findings of the above research are no big surprise. Prayer and religious beliefs can have a placebo effect, just like a sugar pill. Barker, who was once a Christian Fundamentalist preacher before developing serious doubts about his religion, states that one of the strongest factors in recovery from an illness is a sense of connectedness with a community and people who care about you. Even if we mumble our prayers only when we are ill or if there is no God to hear them, the new research indicated that religious thoughts could help to heal.

Dr. Larry Dossey writes about the placebo effect mentioned earlier by Dan Barker and physicians who have looked at the tremendous amount of scientific studies on prayer. As Dr. Dossey states: "That is difficult to do considering that bacteria, fungi, and germinating seeds are not generally considered to be susceptible to suggestion."

Does prayer effect plant seeds?

In a study on germinating seeds done by Dr. Franklin Loehr, a Presbyterian minister and scientist, the objective was to see in a controlled experiment what effect prayer had over living and seemingly non-living matter. In one experiment they took three pans of various types of seeds. One was the control pan. One pan received positive prayer, and the other received negative prayer. Time after time, the results indicated that prayer helped speed germination and produced more vigorous plants. Prayers of negation actually halted germination in some plants and suppressed growth in others.

In another experiment two bottles of spring water were purchased. One container was used as a control, receiving no prayer; a group prayed for the second. The water was then used on pans of corn seeds layered in cotton, with one pan receiving the prayer water and the other receiving the control water. The pan receiving the prayer water sprouted a day earlier than seeds in the other pan. The prayer seeds had a higher germination and growth rate. The experiment was repeated with the same result each time.

What effect does prayer have on microorganisms?

Dr. Dossey, in his book, Be Careful What You Pray For, looks closely at experiments with microorganisms. He states, "Skeptics who do not believe in the effects of distant intentions say that any observed result must be due to the expectation of the subject- or the power of belief and thought." Dossey argues that if bacteria respond to outside intentions by growing more slowly when prayed over, than control groups not receiving prayer, then one cannot dismiss this result by attributing it to negative suggestion.

Bacteria presumably do not think positively or negatively. Another major advantage of microorganisms in studies of distant mental intentions has to do with the control group. If the effects of intercessory prayer, for example, are being assessed in a group of humans who have a particular illness, it is difficult to establish a pure control group that does not receive prayer. The reason is that sick human beings generally pray for themselves; or outsiders pray for them, thus contaminating the control group, which by definition should not receive the treatment being evaluated.
In studies involving microbes, this notorious "Problem of Extraneous Prayer" is totally overcome because one can be reasonably certain that the bacteria, fungi, or yeast in a control group will not pray for themselves. And that their fellow microbes will not pray for them.

If the study involved negative intentions instead of positives, the advantages remain the same. The thoughts of microorganisms do not influence its outcome.

Jean Barry, a physician-researcher in Bordeaux, France, chooses to work with a destructive fungus, Rhizoctonia Solani. He asked 10 people to try to inhibit its growth merely through their intentions at a distance of 1.5 meter.

The experiment involved control Petri dishes with fungi that were not influenced in addition to those that were. The laboratory conditions were carefully controlled regarding the genetic purity of the fungi and the composition of the culture medium, the relative humidity, and the conditions of temperature and lighting.

The control petri dishes and the influenced dishes were treated identically, except for the negative intentions directed toward the latter. A person who was blind to the details of the experiment handled various manipulations. The influences simply took their stations at the 1.5 meters and were free to act as they saw fit for their own concentration. For 15 minutes each subject was assigned five experimental and five control dishes. Of the ten subjects three to six subjects worked during a session, and there were nine sessions.

Measurement of the fungi colony on the Petri dish was obtained by outlining the boundary of the colony on a sheet of thin paper. Again, someone who did not know the aim of the experiment or the identity of the Petri dishes did this. The outlines were then cut out and weighed under condition of constant temperature and humidity. When the growth in 195 experimental dishes was compared to their corresponding controls, it was significantly retarded in 151 dishes. The possibility that these results could be explained by chance was less than one in a thousand.

Dr. Daniel I. Benor, who has evaluated all the known experiments in the field of distant healing in his landmark work healing research, calls this study "Highly significant."

**Does physical distance effect prayer?**

The researchers William H. Tedder and Melissa L. Monty from the University of Tennessee replicated the experiment. The goal of this study was to inhibit the growth of the fungus from the distance of one to fifteen miles. Two groups participated. Group one was made up of Tedder and six others who knew him and frequently interacted with him over a year and a half. Group 2 consisted of 8 volunteers who either did not know Tedder or did not interact with him frequently.

When the growth differential between the experimental and control dishes were compared, group one was highly successful. The likelihood of explaining their results by chance were less than 3 in 100,000. Group two was less successful. Their likelihood of a chance explanation was 6 in 100. Why was group one more successful? The researchers theorized that because of their established rapport with Tedder they might have had greater expectation and more motivation of a positive outcome than group two had.

In a post-experiment questionnaire, the group one subjects indeed responded more positively to questions about how they perceived their ability to inhibit the fungal cultures at a distance. Note: This is a clear example of faith in prayer verses doubt.

The fact that prayer is non local, that it functions at a distance, and that spatial separation does not diminish the affect means that it does not have to be intrusive. There is cross-cultural evidence that prayer does work. The factors that seem to affect the outcome of these studies are qualifies of consciousness, like caring, compassion, empathy, and love. When you take these qualities away the outcome of the study is changed. In, fact according to Dr. Dossey, if you flip these "empathetic, warm feelings" to the negative, frequently the subject is affected. In experiments a bacterium died and plants withered when subjected to the negative influence.

**Conclusion**
These studies have shown conclusive evidence of the power of prayer. Time after time the outcomes of these tests have shown the reality of the force of a higher being and our ability to communicate with Him.

We have also learned from viewing the results of these studies that the expectations we have while praying factor into the outcome of our prayers. Though the faithful will always believe that there need not be any physical evidence of the power and effects of prayer, science has come a long way toward showing just that—prayer is real, and it works.